
MOHAMED THIAW
FORWARD



DATA SHEET

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME

DATE OF BIRTH

POSITION
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT

THIAW
MOHAMED
24/01/1995

FORWARD
1.88CM

USA / SENEGALESE
MIAMI FC

80KG
RIGHT FOOTED



CAREER

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL COLLEGE LEVEL

Miami FC 38 17 102019/20
Reno 1868 25 3 22018

SJ Earthquakes2018

Team Matches Goals AssistsSeason

Louisville 19 8 22017
Louisville 22 12 22016

Team Matches Goals AssistsSeason

Cincinnati State 15 25 112015
Cincinnati State 19 16 52014
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STATS IN USA

Passes to final third
/ accurate

Passes /
Accurate

Dribbles /
successful

Defensive duels /
won

Forward passes /
accurate

Recoveries /
opp. half
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2018/20
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2018/20
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2018/20
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2018/202018/202018/20



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a footballer who leverages his
biotype and height (1.88 cm) for direct
play, both at continuing the play after a
goal kick or long ball and set pieces. His
aerial play allows him to perform and win
in lateral crosses well. Also, he can adapts 
 well to different formations and styles of
play. 

This is one of his main qualities. His
strength and ball control allows him to be
a key player while playing with his back to
the goal.  His presence on the rivals half
field allows his team to play direct.  He
stops the ball, passes and moves into
space.

Thiaw shows up well up front, both
centralized and on the sides. He actively
supports the strong side. He understands
his associative role with the midfielders
and has a good capacity of distributing the
ball. Also, he is adaptable to play in direct
play teams due to his biotype and
possession team due to his quality with
the ball.

Aerial play Posting Mobility and combination play



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a footballer with good ball control on
open spaces. He drives the ball well
because he keeps the ball near his foot,
which allows him to constantly create play.
Even though it is not that common, he can
help with his offensive 1v1 due to his
speed. He uses his body well to look for
balls in behind the defenders.

Due to his biotype, he helps with offensive
and defensive set pieces. In this footage,
he holds the rivals while going for the ball,
avoiding a shot on target. He is a key
player to generate play near the goal and
attract players, in order to put a teammate
free in the offensive phase.

Acceleration and speed Set pieces

He understands his role on the field to
press high. He constantly presses the
defenders, putting them under pressure to
play long. He is capable of pressing both at
the man and the space, making the
opponent go to the side and reducing the
options of pass. He is a player with an
excellent soccer IQ, who understands
different situations of play. 

High pressure



Social Media

@Mo_Strikes8@Mo_Strikes8

https://www.instagram.com/Mo_Strikes8/
https://twitter.com/mo_strikes8?lang=es



